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OMMENTS
S REGARD
DING IMPL
LEMENTA
ATION OF
F POST-GR
RANT REV
VIEW
CO
UND
DER THE LEAHY-S
SMITH AM
MERICA IN
NVENTS ACT
A
a Tradem
mark Office ("USPTO")
(
) has issued proposed ruules (the
Thee United Staates Patent and

"Draft Rulees") to impleement the provisions
p
o the Leahyy-Smith Am
of
merica Inven
nts Act ("AIIA"), which
creates a neew administtrative post--grant review ("PGR") proceedingg to be condducted at thee USPTO
before the P
Patent Triall and Appeaal Board ("B
Board"). Thhe provisionns of the AIA
A related too PGR will
take effect on Septembber 16, 20122 and will generally
g
appply to patennts issuing from
f
applicaations
subject to ffirst-inventoor-to-file proovisions of the AIA.1 T
The PGR iss said to be the
t culminaation of a
lengthy effo
fort to reform
m the patentt system thrrough, amonng other thinngs, an impproved post--issuance
review proccess.
How
wever, in orrder to properly incentiivize potential petitioneers to utilizee the PGR pproceeding
particularlyy in view off the AIA's stringent
s
PG
GR estoppell provision, there must be enough of the full
participatioon accorded to parties inn litigation that challenngers will be willing too risk being bound by
the result. Indeed, only if post-isssuance revieew is robustt and meaniingful will private
p
partiies choose

1

The first-inventor-to-file provissions of the AIIA go into efffect on March 16, 2013.
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r
necessary to invoke the process as intended
i
byy Congress to
t help the
to invest the time and resources
move patentts that shoulld not have been issuedd in the firstt place.
USPTO rem
Thee following comments are
a submitteed in responnse to the USPTO's
U
reqquest for pubblic
comments oon the Draft
ft Rules and implementtation of thee PGR proceeedings. Th
he commentts below
specificallyy focus on (1) the "finall and nonapppealable" nature
n
of a determinatio
d
on by the Director
denying a petition
p
for PGR;
P
(2) thhe limited diiscovery avvailable duriing PGR; annd (3) the esstoppel
relating to arguments
a
that
t "reasonnably could have been raised"
r
duriing PGR.
I.

BAC
CKGROUN
ND
Conngress's stated intent inn enacting th
he AIA and the USPTO
O's primary goal in impplementing

the proposeed regulations are to establish a moore efficient and stream
mlined patennt system thhat will
improve paatent qualityy and limit unnecessary
u
y and counteerproductivee litigation. In furtheraance of
these goals, the AIA iss intended too enhance opportunitie
o
es for innovaation and enntrepreneuriial
investment and to betteer harmonizze U. S. pateent laws wiith those of other counttries. In parrticular, the
AIA is intennded to creaate adminisstrative procceedings in the USPTO
O that provid
de third partties
additional options
o
for challenging
c
g issued pateents. One of
o the most anticipated
a
post-issuannce
proceedings created byy the new laaw is the PG
GR proceediing, which can
c be instittuted in respponse to a
petition fileed within niine months after
a
the datte of the graant of the paatent or of the
t issuancee of a
reissued paatent.2
Thee PGR proceeeding ostennsibly proviides anotherr layer of quuality contrrol in supporrt of the
USPTO's effort to impprove the paatent system
m through higher qualityy patents. Particularly,
P
, the PGR
proceeding is meant to
o provide a less
l expensiive and fastter administtrative altern
native to litiigation.
However, thhe aims of Congress
C
inn creating th
his proceediing can onlyy work if third parties are
a

2

35 U
U.S.C. § 321(cc)
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incentivized to actually challenge issued patents in the USPTO rather than waiting for costly lawsuits
to arise.
In a PGR, a third party has the opportunity to challenge the validity of a recently issued
patent on any ground that could be raised under 35 U.S.C. 282(b)(2) or (3) for example under 35
U.S.C. §§ 102 or 103 on the basis of any type of prior art as well as under 35 U.S.C. §§ 101 and
112.3 Once a petition for PGR is granted, the proceeding is intended to move quickly and conclude
within one year of its institution (absent good cause for a six-month extension) by the USPTO's final
determination.4 In contrast to traditional inter partes reexamination's "substantial new question of
patentability" standard, the Director may not authorize a PGR to be instituted, unless the Director
determines that the information presented in the petition demonstrates that it is "more likely than not
that at least one of the claims challenged in the petition is unpatentable."5 This standard may be
satisfied upon a showing that the petition raises a novel or unsettled legal question that is important
to other patents or patent applications.6
Although, a final determination of the Board going to the merits of a PGR can be appealed to
the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, a USPTO refusal to grant a petition for PGR is "final
and nonappealable."7 Potential petitioners would be further incentivized to utilize the PGR
proceeding if the USPTO offered a mechanism wherein it would at least grant a request for
reconsideration of an initial refusal to grant a petition for PGR.
In addition, the AIA authorizes the USPTO to promulgate litigation-type discovery rules for
both PGR and inter partes review proceedings. The Office considered a procedure for discovery
similar to those available in district court litigation. However, discovery of such a scope has been
3
4

5
6
7

Challenges for failure to disclose best mode are not permitted in PGR.
35 U.S.C. 326(a)(11) requires that the final determination in any post-grant review be issued not later than 1
year after the date on which the Director notices the institution of a proceeding under this chapter, except that
the Director may, for good cause shown, extend the 1-year period by not more than 6 months
35 U.S.C. § 324(a).
35 U.S.C. § 324(b)
35 U.S.C. § 324(e)
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mesmenshipp often assoociated with
sharply critticized as innviting the tyype of abusse, exploitattion and gam
patent litigaation in disttrict court. It is arguedd that such bbroad discov
very measurres would hinder
h
the
''just, speeddy, and inex
xpensive dettermination of every acction and prroceedings.""8 Accordinng to the
Office, addditional discovery increases proceeeding costs as
a well as thhe expendittures of timee by the
parties and the Board. To promotte effective discovery, the
t Draft Ruules would require a shhowing of
"good cause" to authorrize a requeest or motion
n for additioonal discoveery.9 To shhow good caause, a
party must make a partticular and specific dem
monstrationn of fact. Th
he moving party
p
must also
a show
that it was ffully diligennt in seekingg discovery
y and that thhere is no un
ndue prejud
dice to the non-moving
party. The Draft Ruless propose a default schheduling ordder providin
ng for limiteed discoveryy as a
matter of riight. Additiional discovvery may bee sought on a case-by-ccase basis. According
A
t the Draftt
to
Rules, a reqquest for addditional discovery shouuld be weigghed by asseessing the ecconomic im
mpact on thee
opposing paarty.
Finaally, a petitiioner in a PGR (or the real party inn interest orr privy to thhe petitionerr), may not
request or maintain
m
a PGR
P
proceeeding beforee the Office on any groound that thee petitioner raised or
reasonably could have raised during that postt-grant revieew.10 Estopppel againstt a PGR pettitioner, or
the real parrty in interesst or privy to
t the petitiooner, is effeective in cerrtain civil acctions and certain
c
otherr
proceedings before thee Internationnal Trade Commission
C
if that postt-grant revieew results inn a final
written decision underr 35 U.S.C. 328(a).11
As sset forth bellow, the US
SPTO should promulgaate rules thaat: (1) allow
w unsuccessful
petitioners to request reconsiderat
r
tion of a den
nial of petittioner's requuests for PG
GR; (2) provvide for
relatively bbroad discov
very and parrticipatory rights
r
that at
a least matcch those offe
fered in the litigation
l

8

9
10
11

See Introduction
I
to
t An E-Discoovery Model Order
O
availablle at http://ww
ww.cafc.uscouurts.gov/imagees/
storiies/announcem
ments/ Ediscovvery_Model_O
Order.pdf.
Propposed § 42.224
4
35 U
U.S.C. § 325(ee)(1)
35 U
U.S.C. § 325(ee)(2)
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context, and (3) avoid strict estoppel for arguments that "reasonably could have been raised" by a
petitioner against the patent owner.
II.

COMMENTS TO PROPOSED RULES
A. Petitioners Should be Allowed to Request Reconsideration of USPTO's Rejection of
a Petition for Post-Grant Review
According to the AIA, the Director may not authorize a PGR unless the Director determines

that the information presented in the requesting petition would demonstrate that it is "more likely
than not that at least one of the claims challenged in the petition is unpatentable."12 The AIA further
states that the determination required under 35 U.S.C. 324(a) may also be satisfied by a showing that
the petition "raises a novel or unsettled legal question that is important to other patents or patent
applications."13 The Director will determine whether to institute a PGR pursuant to a petition filed
within three months after: (1) receiving a preliminary response to the petition; or (2) if no such
preliminary response is filed, the last date on which such response may be filed.14 The Director will
notify the petitioner and patent owner in writing, of the Director's determination and will make such
notice available to the public as soon as is practicable.15 The AIA provides that the USPTO's
decision to reject a petition and refuse to institute a PGR "shall be final and nonappealable."16
To ensure oversight of the decision-making process and the application of the threshold
standards for instituting a post-issuance challenge, the USPTO should adopt regulations that
establish a procedure by which petitioners can seek reconsideration of a denial of a petition within
the USPTO. Such a practice would be consistent with other circumstances in which petitioners are
allowed to seek reconsideration of adverse decisions. For example, under the current inter partes
reexamination standard:

12
13
14
15
16

35 U.S.C. § 324(a)
35 U.S.C. § 324(b)
35 U.S.C. § 324(c)
35 U.S.C. § 324(d)
35 U.S.C. § 324(e)
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examination. - Not lateer than 3 months
m
after filing of a request
(a) Reex
for inteer partes reeexaminatioon under seection 311, the Directtor shall
determiine whetherr a substantiial new queestion of pattentability affecting
a
any claaim of the patent conccerned is raised by th
he request, with or
withoutt consideration of otherr patents or printed pubblications
...
(c) Finaal decision. – A determ
mination by the Directoor under subbsection
(a) shalll be final annd non-appeealable . . .17

Undder the interr partes reexxamination law, when the Directoor makes a determinatio
d
on that a
substantial new questio
on of patenttability affeecting a partticular claim
m has not beeen raised, the
t Directorr
will not ordder inter parrtes reexam
mination of the
t patent with
w respect to those claaims. This
determinatiion is similaarly final annd non-appeealable.18
Thee Code of Feederal Reguulations ("C.F.R.") do not
n grant thee Board of Patent
P
Appeeals and
Interferencees ("BPAI")) jurisdictioon to decide non-appeallable determ
minations reelating to a lack
l
of
substantial new questio
ons of patenntability. However,
H
377 C.F.R. § 1.927 states that
t "[t]he third
t
party
requester may
m seek revview by a peetition to thee Director . . . of the ex
xaminer's deeterminationn refusing
to order inter partes reeexaminationn" and that "[i]f no petiition is timeely filed or if
i the decisiion on
petition affi
firms that noo substantiaal new questtion of patenntability hass been raiseed, the deterrmination
shall be final and nonaappealable."" (emphasis added). Acccordingly, under the inter partes
reexamination paradiggm, a petitiooner seekingg inter partees reexaminnation can seeek reconsidderation by
filing a petiition with thhe Director if an examiiner denies a petition fo
or reexamin
nation.
Thee right to seeek reconsideeration of denial
d
of a petition
p
for PGR
P
will en
ncourage paarties to use
the PGR prrocedure parrticularly inn light of thee fact that thhe costly PG
GR petition fee is non-rrefundable
even if the Director deenies the pettition.19 Mo
oreover, thee right to seeek reconsideeration of petition
p
17

35 U
U.S.C. § 312
35 U
U.S.C. § 312(cc)
19
The rule proposes filing fees for PGR startingg at $35,800 for
f the first tw
wenty claims, and
a the fees inncrease
every additionnal ten claimss that are the subject of review.
18

for
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denial will further provide an incentive to the petitioners to use post-issuance proceedings since
filing a petition identifies the petitioner as an interested party that could trigger an infringement suit.
Thus, the Office should adopt a rule that is similar to 37 C.F.R. § 1.927. Particularly, a rule
should be adopted for PGR that states if the initial review of the petition is found that more likely
than not that at least one of the claims challenged in the petition is not unpatentable or that a novel or
unsettled legal question that is important to other patents or patent applications is not present, the
petitioner may request reconsideration of that determination within one month of its determination.
The final dismissal of a petition requesting a PGR after reconsideration should be confirmed by at
least two ALJs.
B. Parties to a PGR Should Be Permitted Adequate Discovery to Fully Develop Claims
The USPTO should allow the parties the opportunity to obtain adequate discovery to
incentivize the use of PGR in order for the parties to fully develop their arguments. The scope of
discovery procedures under the proposed rules is rather limited in comparison with the liberal
discovery of an opponent's case afforded in federal district court. For example, a PGR "trial" is a
proceeding that includes the patent owner's single response or motion to amend claims, the
petitioner's response and opposition to the amendment, the patent owner's reply, motions by both
parties and discovery including cross-examination of both parties' expert witnesses.
If the Director institutes a PGR, it will also issue a scheduling order for the "trial phase" of
the proceeding. The scheduling order will provide periods for the patent owner's response to the
decision to institute the PGR, a reply by the petitioner to the patent owner's arguments and a reply by
the patent owner to the petitioner's reply.
During a PGR, the parties can request discovery limited to evidence directly related to factual
assertions advanced by either party.20 Discovery in PGR consists of "routine" and "additional"
discovery. Routine discovery includes the production of exhibits and cross-examination of an
20

35 U.S.C. § 326(a)(5)
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o evidence directly
d
opponent's declarant. Additional discovery in a post-graant review is limited to
p
and
a that the standard foor
related to faactual asserrtions advannced by a paarty to the proceeding
additional discovery
d
iss good causee.21
Thee Draft Rulees provide thhat the Direector shall prescribe
p
reggulations seetting forth the
t
standards aand procedures for discoovery of rellevant evideence that is directly relaated to factuual
assertions bby either parrty. The Drraft Rules provide
p
that a "good cauuse" standarrd be used for
f approvaal
of discoverry requests in
i a PGR prroceeding (aan "interestss-of-justice"" standard is to be usedd in
reviewing additional
a
discovery
d
requests in innter partes reviews
r
and
d derivation proceedinggs).
Thee decision off the Board whether to grant requeests for addiitional disco
overy will likely
l
turn
on a paper record,
r
affiddavits, depoosition transscripts and other
o
relevaant documennts. The Drraft Rules
explain thatt "[t]he Boaard expects that most petitions andd motions will
w rely upon affidavitss of experts""
including innitial expertt declarationns supportinng the petitiion, and thee patent ownner's expert testimony
responding to the decission institutting the proceeding.22 Although cross-examinnation may take place
in the preseence of an Administrati
A
ive Patent Judge (APJ)) when the Board
B
consiiders the dem
meanor of a
witness to bbe critical too assessing credibility, the proposeed rules do not contem
mplate presenntation of
live witnesss testimony at the finall oral hearin
ng before the three-APJJ panel.
Thee Draft Rulees would reqquire mandaatory initial disclosure of all "nonccumulative
informationn that is incoonsistent wiith a positio
on advancedd by the patent owner or
o petitionerr during the
proceeding."23 Furtherrmore, the party
p
submiitting the infformation must
m specifyy its relevannce,
including w
where the innformation is presentedd in a docum
ment and how
w it is pertin
nent to the claims.
c
There is litttle explanattion in the Draft
D
Rules of the scopee of this rouutine "discovery" requirement,
except that it is intendeed to avoid the practicee of requests for additioonal discoveery. The prroposed
21
22
23

Propposed § 42.224
4.
Fed. R. Evid. 705;; and proposedd § 42.65.
Propposed § 42.51((b)(3)
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rules indicate that sanctions under § 41.12(a) could be imposed for misconduct including the failure
to comply with an applicable rule. The Draft Rules state that "an example of a failure to comply
with an applicable rule includes failure to disclose a prior relevant inconsistent statement."
When defining appropriate discovery standards, it is critical that the USPTO consider
whether its discovery rules advance the statutory goal of providing a meaningful and, indeed,
preferable alternative to litigation for weeding invalid patents out of the patent system. The
discovery standards are particularly important when considered with the potentially onerous estoppel
provisions associated with PGR (discussed below).
Proper PGR discovery rules in this context should have several features. Foremost, the
USPTO should make clear that post-grant review proceedings are "contested cases" for which third
party discovery can be modeled under the provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 24.96. This would allow the
patent owner and petitioner to receive discovery from third parties having relevant information about
the subject invention or certain prior art. Additionally, the time frame for discovery should provide
petitioners with adequate time to investigate any substitute claims submitted by the patent owner
before the petitioner must reply.
The USPTO should balance burdening the parties in the PGR with the time consuming
trappings of discovery in federal court litigation with Congress's suggestion that alternate discovery
rules were appropriate for PGR.24 Congress stated that possible discovery procedures for post-grant
reviews should be "limited to evidence directly related to factual assertions advanced by either party
in the proceeding."
Moreover, for PGR, the AIA states that the petitioner cannot assert in a civil action "that the
claim is invalid on any ground that the petitioner raised or reasonably could have raised" during the
post-grant review. As a result of this estoppel provision, it will be of critical strategic importance to
potential PGR petitioners in determining whether to withhold validity challenges for district court
24

35 U.S.C. § 326(a)(5).
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GR proceeding. For exxample, a pootential
litigation orr proactively challengee "poor" patents in a PG
petitioner m
may forgo fiiling a PGR
R petition if they fear obbtaining inssufficient discovery in PGR
P
and
then being estopped from later devveloping a legal
l
theoryy in district court litigattion once thhe broader
discovery sstandards ennable accesss to critical informationn withheld in the PGR proceeding
before the
p
USPTO.
e
its position aree essential
Thhus, adequatte discoveryy rules that allow a partty to fully establish
to the succeess of the poost-issuancee reviews.
C. The USPTO Should Interpret
I
th
he Estoppeel Provision
n Relating to
t Argumen
nts that
"Reasonab
bly Could Have
H
Raised" in a Len
nient Fashiion
Thee AIA provides that thee petitioner (or
( the real party in interest or in privy
p
with thhe
petitioner) in
i a post-grrant review of a patent may
m not reqquest or maiintain a proceeding beffore the
Office (e.g., an inter pa
artes review
w) on any ground that the
t petitioneer raised or reasonablyy could havee
raised durinng that post-grant revieew.25 The AIA
A further provides foor estoppel against
a
a poost-grant
review petitioner in civvil actions and
a certain other
o
proceedings befoore the Interrnational Trade
Commissioon if that post-grant revview results in a final written
w
decission.26 Indeeed, the estooppel
effects of PGR
P
are parrticularly onnerous in thaat (1) the foorums in whhich legal esstoppel applly are broadd
in PGR (thee estoppel created
c
by PGR
P
appliess to all USPTO proceed
dings, ITC proceedings
p
s, and
district couurt litigations);27 (2) thee time at whhich the estooppel attach
hes is much earlier for PGR
P
(estoppel frrom a post-ggrant review
w attaches upon
u
the final written determinatio
d
on by the PT
TAB);28 andd
(3) the grouunds includeed in the leggal estoppell under PGR
R are more numerous
n
th
han those pertaining to
o
inter partess reexaminaation.

25
26
27
28

35 U
U.S.C. § 325(ee)(1)
35 U
U.S.C. § 325(ee)(2)
The estoppel creatted by inter paartes reexamination appliess only to distriict court litigaation.
For iinter partes reeexamination, all appeals neeed to be exhaausted before the estoppel attaches.
a
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With regard to a claim on any ground that "the petitioner raised" during a PGR, it would
certainly be reasonable and expected that a party should be estopped from "taking another bite at the
apple" and raising the same issue again in a later proceeding. However, estopping a petitioner from
presenting an argument that the petitioner "reasonably could have raised" during that PGR could
have the unintended consequence of stifling the very intent Congress and the USPTO are hoping to
achieve using PGR. Indeed, the onerous estoppel provision with regard to an argument the petitioner
"reasonably could have raised" during that post-grant review runs counter USPTO's primary goal in
implementing the proposed regulations to improve patent quality and limit unnecessary and
counterproductive litigation costs.
In order to achieve the USPTO's goals of increasing the quality of patents, the USPTO should
not strictly preclude petitioners from later bringing legal theories in an inter partes review (IPR)
proceeding that it "reasonably could have been raised" during a PGR proceeding. The USPTO
should narrowly interpret this standard by promulgating rules setting forth a definition for what must
be shown to demonstrate that an argument "reasonably could have been raised" during PGR.
The undersigned argues that rules going to the "reasonableness" standard include only
information within the actual knowledge of the petitioner at the time of filing the petition. For
example, a petitioner who becomes aware of a third party patent that has improperly issued, should
be permitted to challenge the improperly issued patent in a PGR proceeding using, for example, a
known prior art printed publication, without the undue burden of conducting a costly and time
consuming search for additional art to avoid being estopped under what amounts to a "could have
known" or "should have known" standard.
If the AIA's estoppel provisions related to PGR are narrowly interpreted, the speed of the
proceeding in combination with the potentially limited scope of discovery (discussed above) is likely
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p
inn downstreaam USPTO proceedinggs (e.g., inteer partes
to negativelly prejudicee the PGR petitioners
review), as well as in ITC
I
and district court litigation.
Thuus, if narrow
wly interpretted the AIA
A's estoppel provisions will likely cause
c
manyy parties to
balk at petittioning for PGR particuularly with respect to a high-stakees patent. As
A a result, an
a
important sstrategic connsideration will
w be wheether to savee validity chhallenges fo
or subsequennt
litigation.299
if the
It w
would greatlyy incentivizze third partties to take advantage
a
o the PGR proceeding
of
p
USPTO toook a lenient interpretatiion of what constitutes arguments that the pettitioner "reaasonably
could have raised" durring PGR. It
I would furrther the goaals of Congress and thee USPTO byy lowering
the risk associated withh estoppel to
t a party who
w files for PGR and ultimately
u
reesult in a redduction in
costly litigaation and inncrease patennt quality.

29

If thee post-grant reeview is termiinated with reespect to a petiitioner, no estoppel under 35
3 U.S.C. 325((e) will
attacch to the petitiioner, or to thee real party in interest or privy of the petiitioner, on thee basis of that petitioner's
instittution of that post-grant
p
revview.
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III.

CO
ONCLUSIO
ON
We respectfullyy urge the USPTO
U
to consider
c
thee comments herein and modify the Draft

Rules accorrdingly. Thhe proposalss will providde would-bee PGR petittioners with
h the clarity and
procedural rights necesssary to maake the new PGR proceeedings the viable
v
and attractive
a
allternatives
to litigationn that Congrress intendeed. By adoppting the reccommendattions herein, the USPTO
O will
advance Coongress's go
oal of increaasing patentt quality, wiill allow thee U.S. paten
nt communitty to focus
its time andd resources on innovatiion, and willl reduce thee burden onn Article III courts.

Best reg
gards,
Fanelli Haag & Kiilger PLLC

L Fanelli, Ph
h.D.
Dean L.

Wa
ashington D.C.
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